
Fitting a 12 km Con�guration on the Chajnantor SiteM.A. Holdaway and Scott M. FosterNational Radio Astronomy Observatory949 N. Cherry Ave.Tucson, AZ 85721-0655K.-I. MoritaNobeyama Radio ObservatoryMinamimaki, Minamisaku Nagano 384-13, JapanApril 20, 1996AbstractWe present a modi�ed version of Keto's (1992) array optimization program which �ndsantenna locations which most nearly produce a uniform Fourier plane coverage, subjectto constraints on where the antennas can and cannot be placed. Rather than solving theabstract problem of determining a good shape for the array and then trying to �t the arrayshape onto a geometrically non-optimal site, we can instead seek the array shape whichgives optimal Fourier plane coverage considering the details of the site. As an example, weshow how a 12 km array �ts onto the geometrically limiting Chajnantor site.Antenna plane constraints, such as are present for a 12 km array on the Chajnantor site,require long (u; v) tracks, rather than a single \snapshot", in order to obtain good Fourierplane coverage. The array con�gurations we obtain from optimizing the (u; v) coverage over4 hour tracks, for either an unconstrained antenna geometry or the constrained Chajnantorsite (which has a 4 km gap which does not permit antennas), are more closely relatedto circles than to Reuleaux triangles. The constrained array's Fourier plane coverage isessentially as good as either the unconstrained snapshot-optimized or unconstrained 4 hourtrack optimized Fourier plane coverages.1 IntroductionMany factors determine the element locations in an interferometric array. The scienti�c goals ofthe instrument determine the desired maximum baseline, Fourier plane coverage, and the needfor multiple con�gurations. Ideally, these would be the only constraints on the array design.The optimum antenna con�guration under these ideal conditions has been studied (Cornwell,1984; Keto, 1992; Foster, 1996, in preparation). Practical considerations, however, such as easeof construction, maintainance, and recon�guration will also impact the con�guration design.Among these considerations is the terrain on which the array is to be built.1



In addition to being a dry, high elevation site, the VLA site was chosen because it is alarge at plain which would accomadate almost any antenna con�guration imaginable, out tothe desired maximum baseline. A millimeter wavelength array, however, requires a site whichis even higher and drier than the VLA site. The search for such a site for the MMA led tosites such as the Magdelena Mountains near Socorro, NM, Millimeter Valley and the east slopeof Mauna Kea, and most recently to Chajnantor in northern Chile. Each of these sites hassome relatively at areas which would allow an ideal antenna layout for some of the smallerMMA con�gurations. Mauna Kea and Chajnantor even have enough at space for the 3 kmcon�guration. However, for larger con�gurations, especially for the recently proposed 10-12 kmcon�guration in Chile, the site terrain signi�cantly limits the possible antenna con�gurations.We present a modi�cation of Keto's (1992) array optimization algorithm with the improve-ments implemented by Foster (1996, in preparation). This new approach considers the siteterrain in the array design process, transforming an algorithm for abstract array design into apractical design tool for the MMA. As an example of this approach, we present an arrangementof 24 antennas (the algorithm is cpu intensive, and the 24 antenna case runs in a reasonableamount of time on our Sparc 2.) in a 12 km con�guration on the Chajnantor site. In additionto demonstrating the modi�cations to Keto's algorithm, this con�guration also demonstratesthat excellent Fourier plane coverage can be achieved on the Chajnantor site with a 12 kmarray even with its geometrical constraints. This algorithm will �nd more use, even in the3 km array, as our knowledge of the geometrical constraints become more detailed throughobtaining a high resolution digital elevation model of the site.2 Algorithm Modi�cationsKeto's algorithm, which utilizes a neural network code to �nd antenna locations which areoptimal subject to some criteria such as \most uniform Fourier plane coverage over someregion in the Fourier plane", is heuristically fairly simple. No objective function is optimized.Rather, positions in the Fourier plane are picked randomly, and the (u; v) sample closest tothat position is dragged towards that position. In doing so, the antenna coordinates have tobe adjusted to be consistent with where the (u; v) sample has just moved. As this procedureis repeated thousands of times, the algorithm si�ens the (u; v) samples, making them moreresistant to radical change, and the distance between any random position in the Fourier planeand its closest (u; v) sample is minimized.Our modi�cation is quite simple. We must incorporate the geometrical constraints into thesteps in the algorithm which move the antennas, namely, antenna position initialization and theiterative pulling of antennas. The geometrical constraints are presented to the program in theform of an image of ones and zeros representing the probability of placing an antenna in thatlocation. A further modi�cation could add fractional probabilities to treat antenna locationswhich may be nonoptimal but not absolutely forbidden. The antenna position initializationis random, so we just keep picking random locations until we have the antenna within theallowed region. When the antenna is pulled into a forbidden position, we simply adopt its2



former, acceptable position. Forbidden regions with very complicated geometries may requirepartial moves, right up to the boundary with the forbidden region. Such a case would requiremore iterations, or a slower sti�ening of the nueral network.3 The 12 km Arrays on ChajnantorFrom a topographical map of the Chajnantor site, we found regions in which it would not bepossible to place an antenna due to steep terrain or water. We have encoded this information ona 1 km grid of 0's and 1's, but the antenna positions may be anywhere in any grid cell numberedwith a 1. Figure 1 shows the antenna positions produced by the Keto algorithm optimizing fora snapshot over 12 km worth of the Fourier plane with 24 unconstrained antennas. The arrayis similar to the Reuleaux triangle solutions which Keto has obtained in the past. Figure 2shows the Fourier plane coverage of this array for a � = �30 degree source over -2 to +2hours with respect to transit. (Such an hour angle coverage is quite reasonable as the surfacebrightness sensitivity of the 12 km array will often require such long integrations to detectits targets.) Figure 3 shows the antenna positions optimized over -2 to +2 hour tracks fora � = �30 degree source. The array con�guration is a somewhat squashed circle. Figure 4shows the associated Fourier plane coverage over -2 to +2 hours. Figure 5 shows the antennapositions optimized over -2 to +2 hour tracks for a � = �30 degree source subject to the 1 kmgrid of geometrical constraints on the Chajnantor site. The array con�guration is very similarto the unconstrained con�guration optimized over the -2 to +2 hour tracks, but it is missing a4 km section of the \circle" where antennas are not allowed due to the site geometry. Figure 6shows the associated Fourier plane coverage over -2 to +2 hours. The Fourier plane coverageof the constrained array does have regions of slight underdensity due to the 4 km gap, but itbasically looks pretty good.Since we are looking at several di�erent cases, it is bene�cial to have a relative measureof the quality of the Fourier plane coverages. One consequence of this heuristic-based methodis that the algorithm does not generate a measure of how good the (u; v) coverage really is.Hence, we look at the distribution of the distance between each cell in the Fourier plane andthe nearest �lled cell. For this analysis, we ignore the large hole in the center of the Fourierplane. 1 Statistics of the distances to the nearest �lled cell for the di�erent +/- 2 hour trackFourier plane coverage are shown in Table 1. The statistics of the holes in the Fourier planecoverages of our three cases are essentially indistinguishable. From this result we can makeseveral preliminary conclusions:1This overly large hole is a shortcoming of Keto's algorithm, which places more importance on making thesize of the holes in the outer Fourier plane uniform than on �lling the central hole properly. For our 24 antennacase, the central hole is about 3 times larger than the VLA's intentional central hole, relative to the longestbaseline. We can correct for this de�ciency by forcing the algorithm to pay more attention to the inner Fourierplane, which results in placing antennas is a very small ring in one of the corners (Foster, 1996). For the presentwork, we completely ignore such complications. Since the central hole is only a small fraction of the sampledportion of the Fourier plane, properly sampling it will have a small impact on the rest of the Fourier planecoverage. 3



Unconstrained, Unconstrained, Constrained,Snapshot +/- 2 Hour Track +/- 2 Hour TrackOptimized Optimized Optimized25% 50 m 50 m 50 m50% 90 m 100 m 100 m75% 158 m 160 m 160 m90% 230 m 246 m 230 m95% 275 m 285 m 270 m99% 353 m 360 m 350 mmax 480 m 491 m 482 mTable 1: Quartiles and 90th, 95th, and 99th percientiles of the distances to the nearest �lled cellto any given cell in the Fourier plane for +/- 2 hour track Fourier plane coverage at -30 degreesdeclination, for the three array con�gurations which we present in the Figures. The statisticsof the holes in the Fourier plane are very similar.� the peculiar Reuleaux triangle array is not signi�cantly better than a circular array.� optimizing the array shape for its long track Fourier plane coverage is not signi�cantlybetter than optimizing the array shape for its snapshot Fourier plane coverage.� The 4 km stretch of mountainous land on the eastern part of the Chajnantor site doesnot hurt the Fourier plane coverage very much.ReferencesKeto, 1992, SMA Memo.Foster, Scott M., 1996, MMA Memo ???, \Array Optimization Considering Full Fourier PlaneTracks", in preparation.Holdaway, M.A., 1996, MMA Memo ??? \What Fourier Plane Distribution is Right for theMMA?", in preparation.
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Figure 1: Antenna distribution for an unconstrained antenna plane geometry, yielding optimal(u; v) coverage for a snapshot at zenith. 5



Figure 2: Fourier plane coverage (+/- 2 hour tracks at -30 degrees declination) for the uncon-strained snapshot optimization. 6



Figure 3: Antenna distribution for an unconstrained antenna plane geometry, yielding optimal(u; v) coverage for +/- 2 hour tracks at -30 degrees declination.7



Figure 4: Fourier plane coverage (+/- 2 hour tracks at -30 degrees declination) for the uncon-strained +/- 2 hour tracks optimization. 8



Figure 5: Antenna distribution for an antenna plane geometry which is constrained by the ac-tual Chajnantor geometry, yielding optimal (u; v) coverage for +/- 2 hour tracks at -30 degreesdeclination. Locations marked with \0" do not permit antennas, but locations marked with\1" are acceptable. 9



Figure 6: Fourier plane coverage (+/- 2 hour tracks at -30 degrees declination) for the con-strained +/- 2 hour tracks optimization. 10


